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2. Architecture & Operation2. Architecture & Operation

�Job-flow modeling and flow engine layer

� Recovery policies specified for job invocations that need “monitoring”

� Flow adaptation replaces monitored invocations with invocation to proxy

�Dynamic proxy and fault handling layer

� Dynamic Proxy monitors the status/progress of job invocation

� Job failures trapped at proxy transparent to upper job-flow layer

� Proxy implements recovery policy (e.g., route job to another domain, or retry)

FaultFault--Tolerant JobTolerant Job--Flow Management Flow Management 
for Grid Environmentsfor Grid Environments

3. Job3. Job--flow Management Frameworkflow Management Framework1. Overview1. Overview

�Motivation

� Provide flexible job-flow orchestration and submission for scientists

� Integrate service-based flow orchestration with job scheduling

� Provide fault-tolerance handling that is transparent to the job-flow

�Approach

� Isolate job-flow orchestration from fault handling using layered design

� Top Layer: Job-flow (Service) orchestration; using BPEL for job-flows

� Second layer: Job trapping & fault handling; using JSDL for jobs

� Introduce fault-handling proxy to implement job recovery policies

� Use the Dynamic Proxy from TRAP/BPEL framework

� Fault handling policies can be job specific depending on

� Type of job

� Type of failure

� Level of fault-tolerance specified by user

A high-level graphical environment 

appropriate to scientists.
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Mapping Jobs to Domains

Map BPEL partner-link endpoints to 

resources based on:

1. Resource availability

2. Data availability

3. Job dependencies

4. Data dependencies

Adapt to Fault-tolerant Concerns

JSDLJSDL
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Generate adapt-

ready BPEL
A BPEL Engine 

executes the concrete 

BPEL

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!-- Policy file for the generic proxy --> 

<Policy> 

<Service> 

<!-- this is the name attribute of the monitored invocation --> 

<InvokeName value="submitJob"/> 

<!-- this is the name of the job in the invocation --> 
<InvokeParameter1 value="Job1"/> 

<!-- this is the name of the JSDL for the related job--> 

<InvokeParameter2 value="Job1.JSDL"/> 

<!-- this is the url for the WSDL of a preferred alternative service --> 

<!-- if this is omitted, set to false or fails, proxy uses a discovery mechanism 

to find alternatives --> 

<!-- info. needed to find alternatives is carried in the message sent to the proxy--> 

<WsdlUrl preferred="true" value=“http://submitJob"/> 

<!-- timeout duration for monitored service --> 

<Timeout seconds="2"/> 
<!-- number of retries to apply upon failure--> 

<MaxRetry value="2"/> 

<!-- duration between retries --> 

<RetryInterval seconds="5"/> 

</service> 

</policy> 
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Recovery Policies for fault-tolerance2

Define Job Flows1

1. Identify jobs to monitor for fault tolerance

2. Decide type of fault tolerance 

3. Generate recovery policy

Sample Recovery Policy for 
Job Submission

Substituting empty
endpoints with resource 

mappings
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